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1.0 Executive Summary
In December of 2012, SES purchased and installed wind-monitoring and data-logging at the top of
Ariel chairlift to measure and record actual wind speeds and directions over the course of two years. By
correlating the collected data to National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) balloon data, we have unlocked
years of NWS historical wind-data extrapolated to this location. This report summarizes our use of that
data to analyze the electricity generation potential for several classes of commercially available, and
potentially buildable, wind generators at Mount Ashland.
Wind generation is the fastest growing sector of the renewable energy production market. The ski
area, located in the area traditionally known as “Windy Gap”, is well positioned for utilizing this powerful
resource. Mt. Ashland appears to be a true Class 5 to 6 wind-site (Excellent available wind energy and near
the top of the 7 traditional wind category classes) with high average and ultimate wind speeds. These
extreme winds require that commercial turbines installed at Mount Ashland be rated Class 1, the highest
wind class rating for wind turbines, which severely limits the availability of wind turbines for the site.
The following tables summarize our analyses of eight available wind-turbine installations:
Wind Energy Potential at 2,200 m (7,200'), Mount Ashland, OR
Turbine Model

Rated
Capacity

Turbine
Type

Hub Height

Rotor
Diameter

Modeled Annual Energy
Production

GE 2.5-103
GE 1.5-77
NorthWind 100kW (not Class 1)

2.5 MW
1.5 MW
100 kW

HAWT
HAWT
HAWT

85m (280')
65m (210')
37m (120')

103m (340')
77m (250')
21m (65')

5,286,000
3,170,000
195,000

kWh
kWh
kWh

WePOWER Falcon (12kW)
WePOWER Falcon (0.6 kW)
WindSpire High Wind
SES Badger 1 (5' diameter, 10' height)
SES Badger 2 (10' diameter, 15' height)

12 kW
0.6 kW
1.2 kW
2 kW
12 kW

22,610

kWh
kWh
kWh
kWh
kWh

VAWT
5.5m (18')
6m (20')
VAWT
5.5m (18')
1.3m (4')
VAWT
9.1m (3')
1.2m (4')
VAWT
3.8m (12.5')
1.5m (10')
VAWT
4.6m (15')
3m (15')
*VAWT = Vertical Axis; HAWT = Horizontal Axis

1,558
1,701
2,189
9,283

2013-14 Project Financial Data
Turbine Model

Annual Savings

GE 2.5-103
GE 1.5-77
NorthWind 100kW (not Class 1)
WePOWER Falcon (12kW)
WePOWER Falcon (0.6 kW)
WindSpire High Wind 1.2kW
SES Badger 1 (5' diameter, 10' height)**
SES Badger 2 (10' diameter, 15' height)

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

1,585,800.00
951,000.00
58,500.00
6,783.00
467.52
510.23
656.67
2,784.77

Initial Cost
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

5,500,000.00
3,500,000.00
1,000,000.00
100,000.00
18,000.00
16,000.00
15,000.00*
32,000.00*

$
$
$
$
$
$

Incentive
Simple Payback
after Incentive
Estimate
1,650,000.00
2.4
1,050,000.00
2.6
300,000.00
12.0
30,000.00
10.3
5,400.00
27.0
4,800.00
22.0
n/a
22.8
n/a
11.5

*rough estimates; prototypes not yet built. **Badger 1 as proposed is a temporary wind-data gathering unit
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2.0 Recommendations
At this time recommendations are limited to either or both of the following projects:
1) Installation of a 1.5MW to 2.5MW GE (or equivalent) Horizontal Axis Wind Turbine (HAWT),
similar to the turbines seen along the Columbia Gorge. These are proven Class 1 machines expected to
provide 20+ years of reliable service with proper maintenance. The project would require widespread
community support for expedient regulatory approval. The installation of one 2.5MW machine would
make the expanded Mt. Ashland a truly Net-0 resort, while providing an income stream capable of
supporting its operations. This project would provide very good return on investment and should be
appealing to investors if there is some hope it can be approved and completed in a time frame acceptable
to the participants. Installation could be on the in-boundary Knoll east of the Main Lodge, or the Aerial
saddle, or Main lodge parking area. The later 2 locations might provide lower construction cost and easier
grid connect, but would require blade deicing with fail-safe braking (believed available) as ice and rime
throw in European studies has been cataloged as far as 330’.
2) Financing a program to utilize mountain staff and facilities to develop and build 12kW turbines
(similar to the tabulated SES Badger 2) specifically for high-wind ridge locations like the mountain’s. This
could be an economic development project, employing staff and local workers to build machines that
could be proven on Mount Ashland and sold commercially. The units analyzed would be bird-safe, lowprofile (10’wide x 20’tall) Vertical Axis Wind Turbines (VAWT). This project could be used to raise public
awareness and support for the bigger project above. A Badger 1 installation could possibly be constructed
this Fall for additional wind monitoring and proof of concept, perhaps through the 2015-16 ski season. If
public support is strong a Badger 2 could be built at the Mountain next summer for an installation utilizing
anchor bolts in existing ridge rocks to avoid foundation costs, and to allow for easy removal and transport.
If after looking at the data presented here the Board thinks either of these may make strategic
marketing and/or economic sense for the Mountain, the following is recommended:
For 1), a detailed life cycle analysis should be performed, with estimates of the anticipated
Environmental Assessment and documented annual maintenance costs. A Power Purchase Agreement
(PPA) and Utility Interconnection plan will need to be negotiated with Pacific Power. Crowd-sourcing could
prove a viable funding mechanism.
For 2), an effective implementation plan should be developed that includes building local enthusiasm and
finds financial partners for the project. Here too crowd-sourcing could prove a viable funding mechanism.

Our concept sketches, construction take-offs, and technical expertise are available for local contractors or
community members interested in pursuing or partnering in ridge wind-energy harvesting projects.
Recent WindSpire and WePower turbine failures at Lake Tahoe and Park City ski resorts, and the
fact that there are no Northwind-sized wind turbines rated to handle Mt. Ashland’s Class 1 Wind Regime,
prevents their recommendation at this time. No other proven, commercially available wind generator
options for Mt. Ashland’s extreme environment were found. Please refer to our 2011 Net-0 report (SES
job#1102) for more information on utilizing wind energy at this site. That study suggested a target
electrical generation of at least 434MWh could allow the post-expansion resort to achieve a true Net0
status (one producing more energy than it consumes annually). We will continue to monitor the
Windspire 12kW machine improvements at Park City (as a best-of-class VAWT airfoil machine), as well as
other new Class 1 machines coming to the market.
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3.0 Wind Monitoring Program
SES installed a wind monitoring system, at no cost to the mountain, in December of 2012. The
system consisted of a RM Young Alpine propeller anemometer and an Onset Micro-station data-logger.
Wind data was manually downloaded monthly until the rime-fall destroyed the anemometer on 12/26/15.
Our study also explored the historical wind data available from a variety of National Weather Service
(NWS) sources. Correlations have been confirmed between our site-gathered data and NWS Medford
weather balloon data. As detailed in the appendix, those correlations have unlocked at least 7 years of
historical data for documenting wind energy and trends at the Mountain’s ridge sites, allowing analysis of
a variety of current technology wind generators at this site.
The mountain’s icy rime environment caused stoppage or erroneously low wind readings from the
anemometer in those conditions, leaving known gaps in reliable data collection. Small rime-imbalances
were noted on many occasions, and were assumed to reduce the wind speeds logged at those times. To
provide a fuller analysis, SES developed the novel approach of using a series of twice-a-day weather
balloon soundings, to extrapolate values at a given height (2,200m) to build a consistent wind profile for
the variety of turbine installations studied. As shown in the appendix, strong agreement is seen in the data
from the summer months where there were no icing effects.
We would like to extend special thanks to Brett Lutz at the NWS, Mount Ashland’s Lift Department,
and Ski Patrol, for their help with this project. SES is available to assist the mountain in developing a
reliable (heated) anemometer to monitor and report real-time wind and temperature, broadcast to the
Mountain’s website if desired.

Sample of SES wind-monitor data. See the Appendix for additional loggings.
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4.0 Analysis Methodology
Power Production
The power curves, analysis outputs and other details for each of the turbines are included in the
appendix. A fairly-rough wind shear exponent of .30 has been applied to account for turbulence generated
by rocks, trees and other artifacts. Other losses modeled include 5-10% icing losses and 5% miscellaneous
losses, with a 85-90% availability factor due to scheduled maintenance and icing. No line losses or inverter
inefficiencies have been included. All produced energy is to be fed directly into the Grid via existing Pacific
Power service lines. Future transmission lines directly to the City of Ashland could be an option.
Note the available wind-energy estimates here are based on conservative wind-speeds (equal to or
lower than those actually expected) for the site, and so are considered conservative. Wind-capture
estimates are based on monthly Weibull probability distributions meant to simulate realistic wind-speed
patterns. These distributions and the resulting potential energy production were developed through
RETScreen, a suite of well-proven energy analysis software. Anticipated air pressures and temperatures
were drawn from the weather balloon data for inclusion in the models.
Wind turbine power curves were drawn from manufacturers’ data for all models except for our
theoretical VAWT Badger turbines, which are based off of idealized wind energy transfer models. The
WePower and WindSpire power curves were extrapolated from brochure graphs and should be considered
approximate. Note that none of the results here take into account any energy lost to optional heating
mechanisms, which might be recommended to reduce the effects of icing on wind turbine power
production and safety.

Finances and Incentives
The economics of this project were analyzed assuming a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) of
$.30/kWh will be negotiable with Pacific Power given the visibility of a turbine installation and the benefit
to them of being viewed as green community participants. Incentives and pass-through tax credits in the
range of 25-35% are expected to help finance the listed turbines (30% generally assumed). Because they
are not listed on any ETO approval lists, the SES Badgers were not assigned any incentives, though a 25%
incentive from Rural Energy for America Program (REAP) Grants for Renewable Energy Systems might be
available for Badger 2 . Maintenance costs are not addressed here but will be significant for the larger
machines, and should be included in a full Life Cycle Cost analysis prior to any implementation decision.
Incentive programs currently available for a wind-generator installations like these include:
1) Oregon’s Energy Tax Credit program which will pay up to 35% of the total system cost, with a
$250k cap & possible “pass-thru” ption available for municipalities and non- profits.
2) ETO custom incentives from community-scale wind-projects, available to Pacific Power
customers like Mount Ashland.
3) The Department of Agriculture’s Rural Energy Assistance Program (REAP) which can pay up to
25% of system costs for rural areas like Ashland, with strong preference given to grants under $20k.
4) Federal tax credits (currently also available as lump cash grants) for 30% of the net system cost,
and accelerated depreciation options.
Note that while items 3) and 4) are not currently available to non-profits, an ownership model
might be developed that allows them to be utilized.
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5.0 Appendix
Analyzed Generator Pictures:

SES 2kW Badger 1 Concept Schematics.
A heated box will enclose the generator, inverter, and brake systems below the crosstie.

From left to right: WePower Falcon 600W; WindSpire 1.2kW High Wind; NorthWind 100kW
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GE 1.5-77 Turbine
GE 2.5-103 Turbine.

Concept Pictures:

Google Earth screenshot, featuring a 1.5MW GE Wind Turbine
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Google Earth screenshot, with view of 1.5MW GE Wind Turbine on Knoll (from above Reeder Reservoir)

Concept Pictures: Initial 3D model, 12kW “Badger 2” VAWT
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Wind Generator Production Estimates: Assumptions & Methodology
Summary:
The following wind power and energy estimates utilize data from weather balloon readings above
Medford, Oregon taken at roughly 2,200 meters. Monthly atmospheric pressures and temperatures,
which play a role in turbine power output, are functions of altitude and were also taken from the balloon
data. The data during non-icing months, during which SES’s logging anemometer was known to be
functioning correctly, correlates well to the average monthly wind-speeds extrapolated from balloon data.
Environmental Data (from 2,200m Balloons Soundings, Averaged over 8 years)

Fig.1 Environmental Data used in Model ( RETScreen Screen Capture)
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Fig.2 Power & Energy Curve Data, GE 2.5-103 Turbine. RETScreen Screen Capture.

Fig.3 Energy Output for a GE 2.5-103 2.5MW Turbine. RETScreen Screen Capture.
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Fig.4 Power & Energy Curve Data, GE 1.5-77 Turbine. RETScreen Screen Capture.

Fig.5 Energy Output for a GE 1.5-77 1.5MW Turbine. RETScreen Screen Capture.
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Fig.6 Power & Energy Curve Data for NorthWind 100kW. RETScreen Screen Capture.

Fig.7 Assumptions for a NorthWind 100kW wind turbine. RETScreen Screen Capture.
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Fig.8 Power & Energy Curve Data for wePOWER Falcon, 600W. RETScreen Screen Capture.

Fig.9 Assumptions for a wePOWER Falcon 600W vertical-axis wind turbine. RETScreen Screen Capture.
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Fig.10 Power Curve for Falcon 12kW. Constructed based on visual manufacturer’s data.

Fig.11 Power & Energy Curves, Falcon 12kW. RETScreen Screen Capture.

Fig.12 Assumptions for Falcon 12kW Turbine. RETScreen Screen Capture.
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Fig.13 Power & Energy Curve Data for WindSpire VAWT. RETScreen Screen Capture.

Fig.14 Assumptions for a WindSpire vertical-axis wind turbine. RETScreen Screen Capture.
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“Badger 1”

“Badger 2”

Fig. 15 Power curves for theoretical VAWTs; note that both models assume a max power defined by choice of generator.

Fig.16 Assumptions for SES Badger 1 5’x5’ Vertical Axis Wind Turbine. RETScreen Screen Capture. Identical to assumptions for 10’x10’ VAWT,
with the exception of the power curve input into the model.
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Wind Speed Datapoints from Weather Balloon Data at 2,200m

Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Monthly Windspeeds (m/s) drawn from Weather Balloon Data
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
9.03
13.47
8.51
13.07
9.42
11.52
8.66
7.09
8.46
10.00
9.33
9.38
8.50
9.56
9.15
10.46
8.60
9.20
10.39
8.55
13.39
7.11
7.16
7.01
7.69
6.60
9.04
8.23
6.82
5.69
6.30
5.43
6.53
7.14
6.83
5.37
5.11
5.69
5.71
4.38
6.54
5.92
5.23
3.63
5.03
4.39
3.86
4.08
3.92
4.07
3.54
4.90
5.34
4.50
4.94
4.16
4.65
5.13
4.78
5.16
5.77
6.00
5.83
6.71
5.68
8.59
8.05
8.93
8.80
6.82
9.54
12.84
8.15
10.01
9.83
10.61
10.67
11.31
11.44
12.21
10.58
8.98
14.05
10.14
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2012
10.79
9.42
12.97
8.38
6.85
6.61
4.07
4.28
4.07
7.87
10.45
12.47
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SES Data Logger & 2,200m Weather Balloon Data Corrolation

Left histogram: Annual windspeed
distribution based on weather balloon
data during logged years.
Right histogram: Annual windspeed
distribution based on SES
anemometer data.
Note that frequency differences are
due to very different amounts of data
(very short timesteps for Mount
Ashland, single-day timesteps for
Balloon Data).

The above graph was created by deleting any logger datapoints during which the wind speed from the Mt.A
anemometer showed 0 mph (hours when ice was stopping the vanes from turning), and then by averaging all
datapoints from each month for which data was available and converting to m/s. The results show a very close
match to 2012 balloon data during months 5, 6, and 7; a close match to months 1 and 2; and divergent results
during months 3, 4, and 12.
Divergent data is assumed to be a result of observation-confirmed icing effects, especially in the month of
December. Note that datapoints during which logged data most closely resembles averaged data occur during
summer months, when icing would not affect readings; these results also correlate with the expected increase in
wind-speeds provided by the shape of Windy Gulch.
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Logged Data, SES Anemometer: Windspeeds
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Logged Data, SES Anemometer: Wind Directions
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